
by Cod whole sale

Elevate any indoor or outdoor gathering with our durable and
stylish fitted plastic table covers. Crafted from high-quality
materials, these covers provide a waterproof, easy-to-clean
surface that protects your tables from spills and everyday wear
and tear.

Introduction to Fitted
Plastic Table Covers

https://www.codwholesale.com/Kwik-Covers-elastic-fitted-table-cloths_c_175.html


Key Features and Benefits

Durable Construction

Our table covers are made from
heavy-duty, BPA-free plastic that can
withstand heavy use and resist rips,

tears, and fading.

Versatile Sizing

Available in a variety of sizes to fit
standard and custom table shapes

and dimensions, ensuring a perfect fit
every time.

Easy Maintenance

Simply wipe clean with a damp cloth
to keep your table covers looking
fresh and new for years to come.
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Spill-Resistant

Weather-Proof

 

Scratch-Proof

The water-resistant surface quickly
repels liquids, preventing stains and
damage to your tables.

The tough plastic material is scratch-
resistant, ensuring your tables maintain
their pristine appearance.

Ideal for outdoor use, our table covers can withstand the elements, including rain, sun, and wind.

Durable and Waterproof Design



Wipe Clean

Long-Lasting

No Laundering

Simply wipe the surface with a damp cloth
to remove spills, dirt, and stains.

Unlike fabric tablecloths, our plastic covers
do not require washing, saving you time
and effort.

With proper care, our table covers can be used for years, providing excellent value for your
money.

Easy to Clean and Maintain



Variety of Sizes and Shapes

Rectangular

 

Round Oval

Our mostpopular shape, perfect

for standard dining and   

conference tables.

Ideal for kitchen tables,
bistrosets, and outdoor
gatherings.

Elegant and versatile, perfect for
formal dining or serving areas.



Customization Options

Color Patterns Branded

Choose from a variety of vibrant
colors to match your decor.

Select from an assortment of
modern and classic patterns.

Customize with your logo or
design for a personalized touch.



Wholesale Pricing and Bulk Discounts 
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Savings

Quantity

Wholesale

 

Themoreyoubuy,themoreyousave.Enjoytieredpricingfor bulk orders.

Takeadvantage of our competitive wholesale rates and stretch your budget
further.

Wholesalecustomers receive exclusive discounts and priority shipping options.



Ordering and Delivery Information

Minimum Order

Shipping

Delivery Time

Returns

12 units

Free shipping on orders over $200

7-10 business days

30-day money-back guarantee


